
   For Kids

 Bananagrams
by BANANAGRAMS

ISBN: 856739001159
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Bananagrams
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: estimated price, 

A Scrabble-like game without the board -- much like Pick Two!, but without the letter values.Using a selection of 144 plastic letter tiles in the English
edition, each player works independently to create their own 'crossword'. When a player uses up all their letters, all players take a new tile from the pool.
When all the tiles are gone, the first player to use up all the tiles in their hand wins.There are also variants included in the rules, and the game is suitable for
solo play.

 Battle Sheep Game
by BLUE ORANGE

ISBN: 803979008301
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

Opposing sheep herds go to head to fluffy head in a strategy game the whole family will love. The goal is to occupy the most pastures with your sheep. On
their turn, players split a stack of their sheep and move a portion as far is it can go in a straight line to a new pasture. Watch out for sneaky sheep and plan
your moves carefully to fence out your foe! A different playing board is assembled before every game, so Battle Sheep is full of new challenges every time
you play!
Ages: 7 and up
Players: 2 to 4
Play Time: 15 minutes

 Cardline Globetrotter Game
by CARDLINE

ISBN: 3558380019879
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

Which is bigger, Chile or Switzerland? Does Kenya pollute more than France? Who has more people, Colombia or Canada? Find out when you play
Cardline Globetrotter. 
Each player will have a hand of cards showing various nations, and will have to fit them into the growing line-up of countries. As the game goes on, it gets
harder to guess where your cards can be played. Choose population, pollution, gross domestic product or land area, and find out where your nations fit.
Ages: 8 and up
Players: 2 to 8
Play Time: 15 minutes
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   For Kids
 Catan Junior

Junior
by MAYFAIR GAMES

ISBN: 029877030255
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Mayfair Games
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $44.00

Catan Junior takes families with children ages 6 and up to a place quite different from Catan as we know it. There are no "settlers" around here. Instead, the
players slip into the role of pirates who build their hideouts - called pirates' lairs - all over the islands and set sail to find new places and build more pirates'
lairs there. Simplified building rules, child-oriented trading, and a more innocuous robber equivalent called the “Ghost Captain” provide great access to the
world of Catan games.
Ages: 6 and up
Players: 2 to 4
Play Time: 30 minutes

 Charades Family Charades In A Box Game
by OUTSET

ISBN: 625012111669
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Outset Media
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

contents:
o 6 decks of charades cards, 60 cards per deck 
o 1 jumbo spinner 
o 30 second sand timer
o 1 giant set of instructions featuring every hand symbol you could want to know

Picture charades (ages 4+)
 Picture Charades makes it easy for the wee ones to act out! The best part - the pictures are open to interpretation, and it's up to the children to decide what
they are supposed to be acting.

Kids charades (ages 7+)Easy-to-read and easy-to-act, these charades are perfect for youngsters who want to act out and have fun. 

Family charades (ages 8+)
 Slightly more challenging! A little more fun! And oodles of laughter for the whole family! 

 ...

 Fastrack
by Blue Orange Games

ISBN: 803979004808
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Fastrack
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $28.00

Fastrack is a frenetic desktop disc flinging game. Your goal is to shoot your five wooden discs into your opponent's half of the court. The catch? The opening
is only a quarter-inch wider than your ammo.Therefore, you must aim carefully as you pull back on the elastic band used to fire your discs. But don't dilly
dally or you'll surely be bombarded and overwhelmed by your opponent. Ride the fine line between speed and accuracy to win the day.Ages: 5 and up
Players: 2
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 Fastrack Nhl

by BLUE ORANGE GAMES

ISBN: 803979004815
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $36.00

NHL® Fastrack brings your favorite sport to your fingertips! Officially licensed by the National Hockey League®, this puck passing game produces kinetic
energy and exhilarating competition. The first to send all 10 pucks to an opponent’s side takes home the winning Cup! Just like a hockey game, NHL®
Fastrack calls for lightning-speed, accuracy and just the right amount of chance to win. The NHL® branded wooden tray is detailed to replicate a real hockey
rink, and the sidelines feature logos of teams adored by hockey fans all over North America.

 Fish Stix Game
by PEACEBALE KINGDOM

ISBN: 643356042852
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

The game where every fish counts! Match fish row by row, the more you match the faster you go!Fish Stix is a visual strategy game that takes just seconds
to learn. Children of different ages will have fun playing together. A different game every time you play!2-4 players. Ages 6+

 Flash!
by BLUE ORANGE

ISBN: 803979006000
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $22.00

Watch the sparks fly in this lightning-fast dice dash! Players race to complete eight challenges and try to rack up the most points. With three play variations,
Flash is the go-to dice game for electrifying fun. Straightforward and quick, you can go at it again and again. Every one of all ages gets bit by the
competition bug and has a fair shot to victory.
Ages: 7 and up
Players: 2-6
Play Time: 10 minutes
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   For Kids
 Forbidden Desert

by GAMEWRIGHT

ISBN: 759751004156
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Gear up for a thrilling adventure to recover a legendary flying machine buried deep in the ruins of an ancient desert city. You'll need to coordinate with your
teammates and use every available resource if you hope to survive the scorching heat and relentless sandstorm. Find the flying machine and escape before
you all become permanent artifacts of the forbidden desert!In Forbidden Desert, a thematic sequel to Forbidden Island, players take on the roles of brave
adventurers who must throw caution to the wind and survive both blistering heat and blustering sand in order to recover a legendary flying machine buried
under an ancient desert city. While featuring cooperative gameplay similar to Forbidden Island, Forbidden Desert is a fresh new game based around an
innovative set of mechanisms, such as an ever-shifting board, individual resource management, and a unique method for locating the flying machine
parts.Ages: 8 and up
Players: 2 to 5
Play Time: 45 Minutes

 Forbidden Island
by Gamewright

ISBN: 759751003173
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $36.00

Winner of the Mensa Select Competition.Dare to discover Forbidden Island! Join a team of fearless adventures on a do-or-die mission to capture four sacred
treasures from the ruins of this perilous paradise. Your team will have to work together and make some pulse-pounding maneuvers, as the island will sink
beneath every step! Race to collect the treasures and make a triumphant escape before you are swallowed into the watery abyss! Ages: 10 and up
Players: 2 to 4
Play Time: 30 minutes

 Honeycombs Game
by GO GAMES

ISBN: 040232491436
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $25.00

The object of Honeycombs is to connect your tiles together by matching their symbols. The more matches you make the more points you will earn. If the
symbols do not match, the tiles cannot be connected. The only exception is the honeybee, which is wild and can be matched with any other symbol. Each tile
has the potential of being matched on all six sides.There are three unique ways to play:
> Play "Workerbee" for a fast-paced competition to build your honeycomb before your opponent completes theirs.
> Play "One Big Homeycomb" for a competitive game of building one big honeycomb and earning points and stealing turns along the way.
> Play "Homeycombs Puzzle" for a leisurely puzzle building challenge which can be played with friends or solo
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   For Kids
 Jungle Game

by JANOD

ISBN: 3700217327415
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

In Jungle! players select one of the wooden animal tokens and roll a die to ascend the (actually 3D!) mountain. Ladders can boost you up a level, and
waterfalls wash you back down. By adding a physical component to the climb and shortening the number of spaces to travel, this becomes a perfect first
game for your child and a perfect play-on-your-own for friends and siblings. The mountain and colourful characters allow for great imaginative play outside
the game as well! 2-4 players, ages 5-10.

 Kids Scavenger Hunt In A Box
by OUTSET

ISBN: 625012111751
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Outset Media
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $20.00

Quick! Find something orange. Now find a pine cone. Kids will have a great time frantically searching for items on their cards. Two larger decks allow for
more possibilities for both indoor and outdoor play. Contents: 1 deck of 96 Indoor cards, 1 deck of 96 Outdoor cards, instructions. Number of Players: 2+

 The King Of The Castle
by NEW ENTERTAINMENT

ISBN: 703396010768
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $21.00

Climb to victory! The King of the Castle is a fun family game of both skill and chance. Players scale the ramparts, send their captors to the dungeon and try
to be the first to reach the top. A 3D castle tower and colourful cards are great to play with for your little ones. This game helps enhance hand-eye
coordination, strategical thinking and fosters a fun but competitive spirit.15 minute playing time. 2-4 players, ages 6+.

 Q-bitz
by MINDWARE

ISBN: 736970440026
Binding:  
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

Three different types of visual challenges make Q-bitz the perfect game for multiple playing styles. Round One is all about speed as players race to
manipulate their cubes to copy the pattern on the Q-bitz card. The first player to complete the pattern keeps the card. Round Two adds luck to the equation,
as players roll their cubes to match the pattern. Round Three really tests brain power, as players must re-create the pattern from memory. Collect the most
cards and win!Ages: 8 and up
Players: 2 to 4
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   For Kids
 Quiddler Game

by EVEREST

ISBN: 736396050007
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $15.95

QUIDDLER, The SHORT Word Game, is a perfect word game for all generations. Players must combine their entire hand into one or more words trying to
use the highest point value letters. QUIDDLER challenges you to do this first with three cards (round one), then with four, on up to ten cards in the last
round. There are two bonuses, one for the longest word and one for the most words. It's easy to learn and you can use a dictionary when it is not your
turn.Pre-intermediate / AdvancedHigh school (ESL/EESL)

 Qwirkle
by Outset

ISBN: 736970320168
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Qwirkle
Publisher: MindWare
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $35.00

While Qwirkle is as simple as matching colors and shapes, it is a game that also requires tactical maneuvers and well-planned strategy. The game consists of
108 wooden blocks with six different shapes in six colors. Using the blocks, players attempt to score the most points by building lines that share a common
attribute – either color or shape. Qwirkle is a quick game to learn, but you'll soon discover that you'll need to think strategically in order to score the most
points.

 Qwirkle Travel Game
by MINDWARE

ISBN: 736970521329
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: MindWare
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $23.00

This tactile block game combines logic and strategy with easy-to-learn rules. Plan your moves to create columns and rows of matching colors and shapes;
score big when you place a tile that works in multiple directions. It's a perfect game for travel. Contents: 108 wooden mini tiles, a sturdy travel pouch,
instruction booklet. Number of Players: 2 to 4

 Rory's Story Cubes Action Dice Game
by GAMEWRIGHT

ISBN: 759751003197
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.95

Roll into action! Rory's Story Cubes Actions features 9 cubes that illustrate 54 every day verbs. Play with them solo or combine them with other sets of
Rory's Story Cubes to kick-start your creativity and set your stories in motion!
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   For Kids
 Shaky Manor Game

by BLUE ORANGE

ISBN: 803979056005
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Blue Orange Games
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $24.00

Shaky Manor, from Blue Orange games is a dexterity game for all ages. Take up your house, and shake it to get your explorer and the treasures into the
chosen room, without any of the spooky creatures. First one done earns the room, but also gains a new monster! This fast and fun game features beautiful
wooden components and three styles of play to keep you engaged for a long time. Ages 5 & up.

 Stratego Original
by PATCH

ISBN: 093514074728
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: PlayMonster
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Two armies clash. Who will be victorious? Strategy is the classic game of battlefield strategy that has sold over 20 million copies worldwide. For over 50
years, Strategy has thrilled strategy game fans by inspiring them to challenge an opponent and attempt to lead their army to victory. Two players command
Napoleonic armies and devise plans to deploy troops, using strategic attacks and clever deception to break through the opponent's line and capture the
flag!Two players. Recommended ages 8 and up.

 Suspend
by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772143714
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Melissa & Doug
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $23.00

A family game of tricky hangs and steady hands! Try this hanging balance game and you'll be hooked! Suspend comes with 24 notched, rubber-tipped wire
pieces to hang from a tabletop stand. Sound easy? Try adding another piece! Each time a bar is added, the balance shifts, the difficulty changes and the
incredible midair sculpture transforms. Can you add all your game pieces without making it fall?Ages: 8 and up
Players: 1 to 4
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   For Kids
 Suspend Junior Game

by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772142762
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $23.00

Building on the tremendous success of Suspend, the new Junior version brings this blockbuster balance game to younger kids with brighter colors, lighter
pieces, and a brand-new spinner. Game play is easy: Simply set up the frame, spin the spinner, and balance the color-coded pieces to create an incredible
hanging structure. Race against your opponents to be the first to run out of pieces-but watch out: One wrong move and the whole structure could fall! This
thrilling game is perfect for young players-there is no reading required, and the skills to succeed grow with every game. Kids learn how to balance and
counterbalance, take smart risks, and foresee consequences, all the while having lots of fun!
Ages: 4 and up
Players: 1 to 4

 Ticket To Ride First Journey
by DAYS OF WONDER

ISBN: 824968201251
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $55.00

Ticket to Ride: First Journey takes the gameplay of the Ticket to Ride series and scales it down for a younger audience. By eliminating math (beyond
counting) and reading, this game opens up the Ticket to Ride series to the youngest players. An excellent game for early school age children to play on their
own or with parents, it also maintains most of the aspects of the original and can work as a stepping stone for fans to bring younger family members in on the
fun!2-4 players. Playing Time 15-30 minutes. Ages 6 & up.

 Treasure Rush Game
by BLUE ORANGE

ISBN: 3770000904642
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $18.00

Each player in Treasure Rush has a set of six double-sided adventurer cards, and they need to use these cards to find the treasure before everybody else.But
what treasure do they seek? Flip over the top treasure map card to see. This card will show a number of icons between the starting point and the X where the
treasure is located. Once this card is revealed, you need to race to find the right images on your adventurer cards and build a path with them from your
starting point toward the treasure chest. If the path is fewer than six items long, then you must hide the unneeded cards underneath other cards.Whoever
finishes first calls done, and if their path is correct, they win the treasure map card; if not, then they're out of the round and everyone else continues the race
to be first. Whoever first claims five treasure map cards wins!2-4 players. Ages 7+. Playing time is approximately 10 mins.
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   For Kids
 Word Shout

by PATCH

ISBN: 093514073592
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: PlayMonster
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $13.00

You roll all 10 letter dice and the goal is to shout out a word of at least 3 letters that can be made with the dice. You cannot rearrange the dice on the table
after they are rolled. When you shout a word, you take the letter dice that make that word and put them in front of you. Play continues until no more words
can be made out of the remaining dice. The number of dice in front of you collected from the words you made is your point score for the round. If multiple
players shout the same word at the same time, the round ends and the dice are rerolled. The first player to 50 points wins.It comes with a plastic click case,
making it good for travel.
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